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ABSTRACT
The use of virtual agents in training requires them to have
several human-like characteristics; one of these is the abil-
ity to appear deceptive. We take work from the psychology
literature on cues to deception, with a focus on language-
related cues, and examine whether it is possible to use re-
sources from the field of Language Technology to construct
scenarios with agents showing cues to deception detectable
by human judges, a task that has been shown in a text-only
context to be difficult. We show that this detection is in
fact possible in the context of virtual agents, and that there
are interesting results for individual cues, in particular for
dialogue- versus lexical-level cues, and a ‘placebo’ effect.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial In-
telligence—Intelligent agents

General Terms
Human Factors, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although there is a reasonable amount of work on decep-

tion in human-like agents [3] and generating language by
these agents [4], no work has as yet linked language and de-
ception in agents. Our context for being interested in this is
in a training environment connected to security. Our proto-
type system seeks to improve the decision making skills of
border security offers who need to answer questions such as
“is the passenger suspicious?”. There is extensive literature
about the characteristics of deceptive behaviour: a meta-
study that conveniently summarises much of this material
is [1]. Some of the characteristics or cues that have been
found to correlate with deception are physical, such as the
amount of fidgeting; many are language-related, including
negativity of language and verbal immediacy.

A question that then arises is whether we can construct
agents that display these kinds of language behaviours in
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a way that is recognisable by humans as indicating decep-
tion. Research in a purely text-based context [2] has sug-
gested that humans are fairly poor at identifying deception
based on linguistic cues, although this work only asked hu-
man judges to classify text as deceptive or genuine, rather
than try to teach them to identify the cues. Related to this
question, there is thus also the issue of producing these cues
for agents to display. Our aim in the work described in this
paper, then, is to conduct a first study into whether the field
of language technology allows us to construct linguistically
deceptive agents. To investigate this we carry out an experi-
ment to determine whether human judges are able to detect
the cues to deception displayed by the agents.

2. METHOD
Our scenarios were implemented in a prototype system we

have developed, BOrder Security System (BOSS), in which
the user views a scenario in an immersive 3D virtual environ-
ment populated with avatars. The dialogues of the scenarios
were designed in pairs, with one of a pair to be the default
one, and the other to be the deceptive variant. Both sce-
nario pairs were in the context of a border security interview
between an immigration officer and a passenger just disem-
barked from a plane. In one pair of scenarios the passenger
had (purportedly) arrived for a wedding, and in the other
the passenger had (purportedly) arrived on a business trip.
To create the variants, we use the General Inquirer (GI)
wordlist [5], which attaches to words a number of tags from
a set of around 200, indicating features such as whether the
word has positive or negative associations.

Scenario Construction From the characteristics described
in [1], we chose to embed the following in the deceptive vari-
ant: Fewer details in the dialogue, measured in terms of
number of propositions, referred to as Det; Taking up a
smaller proportion of the talking time, measured as propor-
tion of words spoken (Propn); Less verbal immediacy, mea-
sured by number of instances of passive voice (greater in
deceptive than default) as per the GI tags (Psv); Repetition
of words and phrases, repeating in the deceptive variant a
number of sequences of words, such as a verb phrase (Rep);
More negative statements and complaints, measured by pro-
portions of words that were positive versus negative as per
GI, and their relationship (Pos, Neg); Lack of cooperation,
manually adding statements to indicate an uncooperative
attitude (Coop); Fewer spontaneous corrections, adding a
number of these to the default (Corr); Less likely to indicate
remembering, adding a number of indications of inaccurate
memory (Mem); and Fewer extreme descriptions, as mea-
sured by GI tags Qual, covering intensifiers like very, and
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Scenario 1 Scenario 2
default deceptive default deceptive

Det 29 14 22 13
Propn 76.4% 67.9% 75.7% 74.9%
Psv 0 3 0 2
Rep 0 2 0 2
Pos 5.54% 2.05% 7.13% 1.86%
Neg 0% 1.54% 0% 1.86%
Coop 0 2 0 2
Corr 2 0 2 0
Mem 1 0 1 0
Extr 2.22% 0% 1.83% 0.47%

Table 1: Profiles for dialogues

Pleasur, covering verbs like excited (Extr). In Table 1, we
give the specific values of these measures for each scenario
dialogue variant. Percentages are proportions of words in
the text; integers are absolute frequencies of occurrences.

Experimental Setup Our experiment involved 31 par-
ticipants, and began with the participant reading the online
information sheet. The information sheet contained a de-
scription of the purpose of the experiment, and an expla-
nation of some typical factors that are found in deceptive
language. These factors included all of those implemented
above except for the last one (fewer extreme descriptions),
along with one other not included in the study (more fidget-
ing). Each participant then received the default and decep-
tion versions of the same scenario. Versions and scenarios
were presented in alternation to avoid order effects.

To determine whether the cues to deception were identi-
fied by the participant, after each scenario variant we gave
the participant ten statements related to the cues and asked
the participant to indicate the extent to which they felt that
statement was true using a 5-point Likert scale; these are
listed below. While responding to these statements, the par-
ticipants also had showing on the screen as a reminder the
advice from the information sheet about the typical factors
indicating deception. The link from the statements to the
implementation of the cues as described above will be clear;
we also added gestures as a control, as we do not alter these
between scenario variants. The statements are that the pas-
senger: [Q1] included a lot of detail in their dialogue; [Q2]
took up a large proportion of the time during the dialogue;
[Q3] used a lot of gestures; [Q4] used a lot of verbal imme-
diacy; [Q5] repeated words and phrases; [Q6] made negative
statements and complaints; [Q7] was uncooperative; [Q8]
made spontaneous corrections in their speech; [Q9] indicated
that they were unable to remember something; [Q10] used
extreme descriptions.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are summarised in Table 2, presenting: Exp,

the expected direction of change from the default scenario
to the deceptive one (e.g. for Q1 regarding level of detail,
we would expect participants to observe a decrease in com-
paring the default to the deceptive variant); Def, mean of
the Likert scale scores for default; Dec, same for deceptive;
δ, difference in Likert means; s.d., standard deviation of dif-
ferences; sig, significance.

The direction of responses, as measured both by the dif-
ference between mean Likert score scales and by the compar-
ison question, is in general the expected one. This indicates
that when given guidelines about what constitutes deceptive
behaviour, people are able to identify an implementation of
that behaviour enacted by a virtual agent where they can

Exp Def Dec δ s.d. sig
Q1 - 4.77 3.65 -1.13 1.157 p < 0.0005
Q2 - 4.74 3.74 -1.00 1.078 p < 0.0005
Q3 - 3.55 2.74 -0.81 1.203 p < 0.0005
Q4 - 4.00 3.39 -0.61 0.973 p < 0.005
Q5 + 2.32 3.19 +0.87 1.641
Q6 + 1.81 4.26 +2.45 1.364 p < 0.005
Q7 + 1.35 3.32 +1.97 1.282 p < 0.005
Q8 - 3.90 2.13 -1.77 1.313 p < 0.005
Q9 - 3.32 2.06 -1.26 1.390 p < 0.005
Q10 - 3.10 2.94 -0.16 1.416

Table 2: Summary of participant responses

compare this with an implementation of non-deceptive be-
haviour. There are, in addition, a number of interesting
aspects to the results related to specific cues.

Strong dialogue-level properties Dialogue-level properties
— ones that apply to the dialogue as a whole, such as in
Q1 and Q2 — are very well recognised, more so than the
mixed responses for lexical-level properties. Presumably the
participant does not have to be concentrating at the right
moment, but keeps an overall impression of the dialogue.

Mixed lexical-level properties Verbal immediacy (Q4) had
a strong response: this is somewhat surprising, as the ex-
ample given is for passive voice, which is the kind of gram-
matical knowledge that the average participant is likely to be
hazy on. In addition, recognition of negative statements and
complaints (Q6) had the largest difference in mean Likert
scale responses (δ = 2.45 from Table 2), indicating the ap-
plicability of the language technology resources noted above.
On the other hand, recognition of repeated words and phrases
(Q5), which appeared to be a much easier task, was not
achieved at rates better than chance. This is also in spite of
the frequencies of occurrence for repeated words and for ver-
bal immediacy being approximately the same (see Table 1).

‘Placebo’ effect There was a strong belief by the human
judges about a difference in gesture usage (Q3) where in
fact one did not exist, which is difficult to explain. A major
difference with the text-based deception detection work de-
scribed in [2] is that a comparison between a default variant
and a deceptive variant was given, although it was not indi-
cated which was which. It is likely therefore that the partic-
ipants decided that one variant was deceptive and the other
default (which was in fact the case), rather than that decep-
tive cues were distributed across the two variants. However,
there is no uniform placebo effect: if there were, all cues
would have had the expected responses, and this was not
the case for Q5 and Q10.
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